The synthesis, structural and magnetic characterisation of a family of Ni(II) cages built from hydroxamate ligands is presented. Two pentanuclear 12-MCNi(II)-4 metallacrowns \([\text{Ni}_5(L_1)_4(\text{MeOH})_4](\text{ClO}_4)_2\cdot 2\text{MeOH} \) (1) and \([\text{Ni}_5(L_1)_4(\text{py})_5](\text{ClO}_4)_2\cdot \text{H}_2\text{O} \) (2) (where \(L_1\text{H}_2 = 2\)-(dimethylamino)phenylhydroxamic acid) share analogous, near-planar \(\{\text{Ni}_5(L_1)_4\}^{2+}\) cores, but differ in the number and nature of the ligands located at the axial Ni(II) sites; the addition of pyridine converting square planar Ni(II) ions to square-based pyramidal and octahedral Ni(II) ions, introducing extra paramagnetic metal centres which ‘switch on’ additional magnetic superexchange pathways. Subtle variations in the reaction scheme used to produce complexes 1 and 2 result in both a change of topology and an increase in nuclearity, through isolation of the heptametallic complex \([\text{Ni}_7(L_1\text{H})_8(L_1)_2(\text{H}_2\text{O})_6](\text{SO}_4)_2\cdot 15\text{H}_2\text{O} \) (3), \([\text{Ni}_9(\text{m}-\text{H}_2\text{O})_2(L_2)_6(L_2\text{H})_4(\text{H}_2\text{O})_2](\text{SO}_4)_2\cdot 29\text{H}_2\text{O} \) (4) and \([\text{Ni}_9(\mu-H_2\text{O})_2(L_2)_6(L_2\text{H})_4(\text{H}_2\text{O})_2](\text{ClO}_4)_2\cdot 2\text{MeOH} \cdot 18\text{H}_2\text{O} \) (5) (where \(L_2\text{H}_2 = 2\)-(amino)phenylhydroxamic acid). Complementary dc magnetic susceptibility studies and DFT analysis indicate dominant antiferromagnetic exchange interactions in 1, 2, 4 and 5, but competing ferro- and antiferromagnetic exchange in 3.

Introduction

The role of hydroxamic acids (of general formula \(\text{RCONHOH}\); Scheme 1) in biology and bioinorganic chemistry cannot be underestimated due to their rich bioactivity originating from their inherent pharmacological, toxicological and pathological properties. More specifically these organic acids are able to act as efficient siderophores as well as effective selective enzyme inhibitors for histone deacetylase, ureases and prostaglandin \(\text{H}_2\) synthases. Such behaviour stems from their ability to bind strongly to numerous transition metal centres, rendering the catalytic active site impotent in the process and are therefore important ingredients in numerous therapeutic drugs. This chelating ability is also the reason that hydroxamic acids have also been shown to act as effective ligands in the field of coordination chemistry, while industrial application lies in their use in the extraction and subsequent recovery of numerous transition metals (Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn and Cd).

Our own work using the ligands 2-(dimethylamino)phenylhydroxamic acid \((L_1\text{H}_2)\) and 2-(amino)phenylhydroxamic acid
(L2H2) has led to the synthesis of a family of pentametallic 12-MC$_{Cu(n)}$-4 metallacrowns, whose $\{Cu_3(L_2)_4\}^{2+}$ ($x = 1, 2$) cores could subsequently undergo ligand addition and substitution in a controlled manner towards the premeditated formation of 1- and 2-D extended networks comprising $\{Cu_5\}$ metallacrown nodes. Herein we present an addition to this work, with the synthesis, structures and magnetic characterisation of a family of novel Ni(n) cages of varying nuclearities and topologies. The 12-MC$_{Ni(n)}$-4 metallacrowns $[Ni_5(L_1)_4(\text{MeOH})_4](\text{ClO}_4)_2\cdot 2\text{MeOH}$ (1) and $[Ni_5(L_1)_4(py)_5](\text{ClO}_4)_2\cdot 2\text{H}_2\text{O}$ (2) have similar cores, but differ in the number and nature of ligands bonded to the axial sites on the Ni(n) ions, with addition of pyridine converting square planar ($s = 0$) Ni(n) ions in 1 to square-based pyramidal/ octahedral Ni(n) ions ($s = 1$) in 2, introducing additional magnetic superexchange interactions to be “switched on”. Variation in reactions conditions (metal salt, ligand type, base, solvent) leads to both a change in topology to non-metallacrown cages, and an increase in nuclearity from penta- to hepta- and nonametallic.

Results and discussion

Complex 1 is produced upon reaction of Ni(ClO$_4$)$_2$·6H$_2$O, L$_1$H$_2$ and NaOH in MeOH (see Experimental section for full details), while 2 is made by simply adding pyridine to the same reaction. Systematic variation of the amount of pyridine used did not affect the identity of the isolate product, nor the number of bound pyridine ligands. Complexes 1 and 2 crystallise in the triclinic space group $P1$ and monoclinic space group $P2_1/n$, respectively. Pertinent crystallographic data is given in Table 1. Complexes 1 and 2 (Fig. 1) contain near planar $\{Ni_3(L_1)_4\}^{2+}$ cores, with the central Ni(n) ions (labelled Ni1 in both cases) surrounded by an outer ring or wheel of four Ni(n) centres (Ni2, Ni3 and symmetry equivalent (s.e.) in 1 and Ni2-Ni5 in 2), themselves connected into a 12-MC-4 metallacrown via four doubly deprotonated L$_1$-$u^-$ ligands displaying a $\eta^1:\eta^2:\eta^1:\eta^1^\mu_1^\mu_2^-$ bonding motif (Fig. 1 and S1†). Although analogous in many ways, important structural differences between 1 and 2 lie in the coordination geometries at the metal centres. The central Ni(n) ion in 1 exhibits distorted octahedral geometry, possessing two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Crystallographic data for complexes 1, 2, 4 and 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formula$^a$</th>
<th>$C_{23}H_{44}N_8O_{22}Cl_2Ni_5$</th>
<th>$C_{30}H_{56}Ni_1O_{14}Cl_2Ni_5$</th>
<th>$C_{27}H_{136}Ni_9O_{39}S_2$</th>
<th>$C_{24}H_{116}Ni_2O_{35}Cl_2Ni_9$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M_w$</td>
<td>1397.46</td>
<td>1618.71</td>
<td>2724.19</td>
<td>2716.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal system</td>
<td>Triclinic</td>
<td>Monoclinic</td>
<td>Orthorhombic</td>
<td>Monoclinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td>$P1$</td>
<td>$P2_1/n$</td>
<td>$Ima2$</td>
<td>$Cc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$/Å</td>
<td>11.191(2)</td>
<td>14.6573(4)</td>
<td>29.1847(11)</td>
<td>20.0036(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$/Å</td>
<td>12.389(3)</td>
<td>14.1812(11)</td>
<td>25.0628(9)</td>
<td>21.2234(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$/Å</td>
<td>12.401(3)</td>
<td>21.2385(7)</td>
<td>20.0036(7)</td>
<td>21.2234(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>80.12(3)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>63.48(1)</td>
<td>93.552(3)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>64.17(3)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$/Å$^3$</td>
<td>1362.0(5)</td>
<td>6614.0(4)</td>
<td>12 244.1(7)</td>
<td>10 640.1(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T/K$</td>
<td>150(2)</td>
<td>150(2)</td>
<td>150(2)</td>
<td>150(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$/Å</td>
<td>0.7107</td>
<td>0.7107</td>
<td>0.7107</td>
<td>0.7107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D'/g$ cm$^{-3}$</td>
<td>1.704</td>
<td>1.624</td>
<td>1.656</td>
<td>1.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$(Mo-K$\alpha$)/mm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.880</td>
<td>1.558</td>
<td>1.431</td>
<td>1.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collected/unique, $R_{int}$ refl.</td>
<td>10 303/4974, (0.0169)</td>
<td>52 717/12 096, (0.0785)</td>
<td>52 181/11 376, (0.0785)</td>
<td>40 644/16 130, (0.0946)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wR2 (all data)</td>
<td>0.0758</td>
<td>0.11398</td>
<td>0.1531</td>
<td>0.1769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$$^c$</td>
<td>0.0308</td>
<td>0.0482</td>
<td>0.0844</td>
<td>0.0693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodness of fit on $F^2$</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>1.023</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>1.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flack parameter</td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Includes guest molecules. $^b$ Mo-K$\alpha$ radiation, graphite monochromator. $^c$ wR2 = [$\Sigma w(F_0^2) - |F_E|^2]^2/\Sigma w(F_0^2)^2]^{1/2}$. $^d$ For observed data. $^e$ $R_1 = \Sigma||F_o|| - |F_E||/\Sigma|F_o||.
axially ligated MeOH ligands (Ni1-O5 = 2.153 Å). Two of the four outer metal centres (Ni3 and s.e.) are five coordinate and square based pyramidal, with ω = 0.087°, due to the presence of a single axially bound MeOH ligand (Ni3- O6 = 2.036 Å). The remaining two outer Ni(II) centres (Ni2 and s.e.) are not axially ligated, and thus are four coordinate and square planar in geometry. The addition of pyridine leads to different coordination at the Ni(n) centres in 2. Firstly the central nickel adopts a distorted square-based pyramidal configuration (ω = 0.34°) with one axially bound pyridine ligand (Ni1-N13 = 2.012 Å). Likewise the outer ions Ni2 and Ni3 exhibit distorted square pyramidal geometries (ω = 0.34 and 0.15, respectively), each with one terminal pyridine ligand (Ni2-N3 = 2.029 Å, Ni3-N6 = 2.036 Å). Ni5 is the only six coordinate metal ion, possessing both axially and equatorially bound pyridine ligands (Ni5-N10 = 2.135 Å and Ni5-N11 = 2.090 Å respectively). The effect of this additional pyridine coordination is that the adjacent L12− ligand significantly distorts away from the {Ni5} plane, forcing it to bond at the axial Ni5 site via its −NMe2 group (Fig. 1). The outer Ni4 ion remains in a four coordinate square planar geometry, suggesting it to be the sole diamagnetic metal centre in 2 (vide infra). The axial pyridine ligands coordinated to Ni1, Ni3 and Ni5 appear almost superimposable when viewed along the plane of the molecule, lying at distances typical of πcentroid−πcentroid interactions ([C32−N10]−[C32−N13] = 3.674 Å and [C32−N11]−[C32−N4] = 3.651 Å) (Fig. 1d). Upon close scrutiny of 1 and 2 it becomes apparent that pyridine ligation has promoted a puckering of the {Ni3} core in 2 when compared to the near planar pentametallic skeleton in 1 (Fig. 1b cf. 1d).

The {Ni3(L1)}3(MeOH)32+ (1) and {Ni3(L1)3(py)3}3+ (2) cations are each charge balanced by two ClO4− counter anions, sitting above and below the planar {Ni5} array in 1 and at the periphery of the structure in 2, the difference presumably due to the presence of the coordinated pyridine ligands (Fig. 2) and subsequent changes to intermolecular interactions. In both cases the O donor atoms of the ClO4− counter anions forge intermolecular H-bonding interactions with nearby {Ni3} units in all three directions. More specifically the ClO4− units in 1 hydrogen bond via aromatic (e.g. C12(H12)−O8 = 2.506 Å) and aliphatic protons belonging to nearby hydroxamate and terminally bonded MeOH molecules, respectively (e.g. O5(H5H)−O10 = 2.445 Å). Hydrogen bonding is also observed between the terminal and interstitial MeOH molecules (e.g. O6(H6H)−O11 = 2.230 Å).

In 2 the predominant H-bonding occurs between the ClO4− counter anions and aromatic hydroxamate protons (C25(H25)−O13 = 2.584 Å, C40(H40)−O16 = 2.590 Å and C43(H43)−O14 = 2.585 Å). The {Ni3} units in 1 pack in superimposable columns along the a cell direction and these stacks are connected through π−π stacking interactions between adjacent hydroxamate aromatic rings ([C2−C2]centroid−[C2−C2]centroid = 3.897 Å; Fig. 2, left). The pentametallic cages in 2 arrange themselves into 2D brickwork sheets along the ab cell diagonal, with these sheets lying in superimposable rows down c, as shown in Fig. 2.

Despite numerous attempts we could not produce the analogous metallacrowns to 1 and 2 using L12H2. The formation of 1 and 2 adds to the relatively small number of 12-MCNi(II)-4 metallacrowns known in the literature,7 and are the first constructed using 2-(dimethylamino)phenylhydroxylic acid (L4H2). Interestingly the general 12-MCNi(II)-4 framework also appears as a building block within the elaborate and rather unusual fused metallacrown dimer Ni5L2(Hmpca)6[(C5O2)(H2O)]2−[12-MCNi(II)N(shi)2(pko)4] (where Hmpca = 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid, Hpkp = di-(2-pyridyl)-ketone oxime and Hshil = salicylideneacetic acid).8

As previously communicated by one of us,9 the reaction of NiSO4 ·6H2O, L1H2 in a basic solvent mixture of H2O and MeOH gives the heptanuclear complex [Ni6(L1)6(L12)(H2O)6(SO4)15H2O]3 (3), a complex whose structure deviates significantly from the metallacrowns of 1 and 2. The core in 3 (Fig. 3) shows a trigonal bipyramidal array (or alternatively two face-sharing tetrahedra) of nickel(n) ions (Ni2-Ni6) with an extra two metal centres annexed at the apical sites (Ni1 and Ni7). All nickel centres exhibit distorted octahedral geometries and are connected through hydroxamate ligands showing four types of bonding mode (η1:η1, η1:η3,η4, η1:η3,η4 and η1:η3,η1,η4; Fig. 3 and S1†). Terminal water molecules complete the coordination spheres at Ni1 and Ni7 (Ni1-O1 = 2.074 Å, Ni7-O5 = 2.090 Å), and at the equatorial Ni3 and Ni5 sites. Intramolecular πcentroid−πcentroid interaction at distances of (Å) 3.829 ([C2−C7−C8]−[C2D−C7D]) and 3.991 ([C2−C7−C8]−[C2K−C7K]) exist between aromatic rings of nearest neighbour hydroxamate ligands. A single charge balancing SO42− counter anion lies at the periphery of the structure, H-bonding to protons of metal bound H2O ligands (e.g. O4(H4A)−O3SS = 2.005 Å) and waters of crystallisation (e.g. O21(H21A)−O1SS = 1.875 Å). In the crystal the individual {Ni5} moieties in 3 arrange into superimposable rows along the a cell direction, packing in a brickwork topology in the bc plane (Fig. S2†).

The reaction of NiSO4 ·6H2O and L1H2 in a basic MeOH−H2O solution afforded an even larger cage, [Ni16(μ3-H2O)6(L1)6(L12)(H2O)8(SO4)21H2O]3 (4). Moreover the perchlorate salt of 4, [Ni16(μ3-H2O)6(L1)6(L12)(H2O)8(ClO4)2]·2MeOH·18H2O (5) was readily produced using a similar synthetic procedure (see Experimental section for details). Complexes 4 (Fig. S3†) and 5

---

**Fig. 2** Packing arrangements of 1 (left) and 2 (right) as viewed down the b axis of their respective unit cells. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity. Perchlorate counter anions are represented in the space-fill mode.
(Fig. 4) crystallise in the orthorhombic *Ima*2 and monoclinic *Cc* space groups, respectively. Pertinent crystallographic details are given in Table 1. The cores in 4 and 5 are best described as comprising two tetrahedral arrays of distorted octahedral Ni(II) ions linked by a single, central, six coordinate Ni(II) metal centre (labelled Ni5 in both cases). The Ni(II) ions are connected by a combination of four singly (LH−) and six doubly (L2−) deprotonated hydroxamate ligands exhibiting \(\eta^1: \eta^3\), \(\mu^2\) and \(\eta^1: \eta^1: \eta^1\), \(\mu_x\)-bonding modes, respectively (Fig. S1†). In both cases two \(\mu\)-bridging H2O ligands connect the central Ni5 ion to the tetrahedral units, while terminal water molecules complete the coordination spheres at the two peripheral Ni(II) centres (Ni3–O11 = 2.022 Å in 4; Ni1–O3 = 2.051 Å and Ni9–O17 = 2.042 Å in 5). The resultant \(\{\text{Ni}_9[\mu\text{-H}_2\text{O}]_2(L)_6[L_2\text{H}_2\text{O}](\text{H}_2\text{O})_2\}^{2+}\) cationic cages are charge balanced by one SO\(_4^{2−}\) and two ClO\(_4^{−}\) counter anions, respectively.

The individual \(\{\text{Ni}_9\}\) units in 4 arrange in the common brickwork motif along the *bc* plane (Fig. 5, left) and are connected to one another via \(\pi_{\text{centroid}}-\pi_{\text{centroid}}\) stacking interactions between hydroxamate aromatic rings of neighbouring \(\{\text{Ni}_9\}\) units \([(\text{C}_8-\text{C}_{13})\cdots(\text{C}_{15}-\text{C}_{20})] = 3.605\) Å. These sheet-like arrangements stack in superimposable rows along the *a* cell direction to complete the topology in 4 in the crystal (Fig. 5, left). The \(\{\text{Ni}_9\}\) cages in 5 also arrange themselves in the brickwork motif along the *ac* plane of the unit cell, these 2D sheets stack in a staggered arrangement as opposed to the superimposable rows observed in 4 (Fig. S4†). In a similar fashion to 4, \(\pi_{\text{centroid}}-\pi_{\text{centroid}}\) stacking interactions connect the individual \(\{\text{Ni}_9\}\) nodes in the brickwork topology \([(\text{C}_9-\text{C}_{14})\cdots(\text{C}_{58}-\text{C}_{63})] = 3.538\) Å and this is aided by numerous H-bonding interactions between aliphatic protons of the hydroxamate ligands (−NH\(_2\) and = NH groups) and waters of crystallisation-effectively acting...
as molecular mortar in the packing in 5 (i.e. Ni17(H17B)⋅⋅⋅O28 = 2.386 Å).

It is somewhat difficult to rationalise the change in structure from 1 and 2 (Ni3) to 3 (Ni2), since the reactions involve the use of a different metal salt (perchlorate versus sulphate) and different solvent (MeOH versus MeOH–H2O). The difference in reaction schemes between [Ni3] and [Ni2] involve a change in ligand, base and solvent, while the difference in the reaction that produces [Ni2] versus [Ni3] is a change in ligand and base. Elucidating the roles of each reaction variable would therefore require a larger library of complexes to be isolated, and we are currently working to that end. However we can say that the role of ligand selection (i.e. L12− in 3 versus L22− in 4) and more specifically functional group dictated steric effects (Me groups in L12− versus H groups L22−) on producing complex 4 over 3 cannot be ignored in terms of structure-directing influences.

Theoretical determination of paramagnetic centres in complexes 1 and 2

Complexes 1 and 2 each possess five Ni(ii) ions displaying a total of three different [distorted] geometries – square planar, square-based pyramidal and octahedral. Square planar Ni(ii) ions are generally diamagnetic, whereas square-based pyramidal Ni(ii) ions can be either diamagnetic or paramagnetic depending on the axial ligand strength.14 Ni(iii) ions in octahedral environments on the other hand are always paramagnetic in nature. To confirm the electronic structure of these metal ions we have performed DFT calculations employing varying combinations of spin states (s = 0 versus s = 1) at each of the Ni(ii) centres in 1 and 2 (Fig. 6). We began by assuming that all the Ni(ii) ions in complex 1 were paramagnetic (s = 1) and then gradually decreased the number of paramagnetic centres while increasing the number of diamagnetic (s = 0) metal ions. Five different spin states have been computed for 1 giving rise to triplet ground states for Ni1 (octahedral), Ni3 and Ni3A (square pyramidal). All other configurations outlined in Fig. 6 lie much higher in energy compared to our calculated ground spin state and thus are unlikely to be accessible at ambient conditions; that is, square planar Ni2 and Ni2A have isolated s = 0 ground states and we can conclude that all experimental magnetic properties in 1 are exclusively due to paramagnetic (s = 1) ground state configurations at the Ni1, Ni3 and Ni3A positions. In a similar vein, five different configurations were computed for complex 2. Here, it was found that Ni(ii) centres Ni1, Ni2, Ni3 and Ni5 are paramagnetic (s = 1) and square planar Ni4 diamagnetic (s = 0), with all other possible configurations lying higher in energy. However unlike complex 1, these excited state configurations lie somewhat closer than in 1, with the first excited state lying 42 kJ mol−1 above the ground state (Fig. 6, right).

Magnetic susceptibility measurements

Dc magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed on powdered microcrystalline samples of 1–3 and 5 in the 300–5 K temperature range, in an applied field of 0.1 T, and are plotted as their χM versus T products in Fig. 7. For the pentametallic species 1 and 2, the room temperature χM values of 3.55 cm3 mol−1 K(1) and 3.43 cm3 mol−1 K(2) are below that expected for three (3.63 cm3 mol−1 K) and four (4.84 cm3 mol−1 K) non interacting,
paramagnetic Ni(II) centres, assuming \( g = 2.2 \). Both show a steady decrease in \( \chi M T \) upon decreasing temperature (although the curve in 2 is steeper than that in 1), reaching values of 1.28 and 1.10 cm\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) K at 5 K, respectively. This is indicative of the presence of dominant intramolecular antiferromagnetic interactions in both complexes, with the exchange in 2 being somewhat stronger than in 1.

For the interpretation of the magnetic properties of 1 and 2 we employed the models given in Fig. 8. Here, \( J_1 \) is the isotropic exchange interaction parameter between the central Ni ion and the paramagnetic ions that surround it, mediated by one Ni–O–Ni and one Ni–O–N–Ni interaction; \( J_2 \) describes the interaction around the outer ‘wheel’ between the peripheral Ni ions, mediated by one Ni–O–N–Ni interaction. The best-fit parameters obtained were \( J_1 = -3.51 \) cm\(^{-1}\) (1) and \( J_1 = -16.87 \) cm\(^{-1}\) and \( J_2 = -7.83 \) cm\(^{-1}\) (2). The ground state of 1 is an \( S = 1 \) state, and the ground state in 2 is also an \( S = 1 \) state, but with an \( S = 0 \) state just 1.43 cm\(^{-1}\) above (Fig. 9). The individual Ni–O\(_{\text{bridgato}}\)-Ni magnetic pathways in 1 (Ni1–O1–Ni3 = 103.98°) and 2 (Ni1–O8–Ni2 = 113.85°, Ni1–O2–Ni3 = 120.54° and Ni1–O6–Ni5 = 115.18°) each lie in the range expected for mediating antiferromagnetic exchange, with larger angles mediating stronger interactions as observed experimentally.

Magnetic susceptibility studies on complex 5 also show the presence of dominant antiferromagnetic exchange between the Ni(II) centres (Fig. 7), but the data for complex 3 suggests more competition between ferro- and antiferromagnetic exchange. The room temperature \( \chi M T \) values of 7.87 and 7.98 cm\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) K, respectively, are below the values expected for seven and nine non-interacting paramagnetic Ni(II) ions (8.47 (3) and 10.89 (5) cm\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) K, assuming \( g = 2.2 \)). For complex 5, the value decreases monotonically with decreasing temperature, reaching 1.14 cm\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) K at \( T = 5 \) K. The variable \( T \) data for 3 are a little more complex. The \( \chi M T \) product decreases steadily but slowly to approximately \( T = 25 \) K where it then plateaus at a value of ~4.5 cm\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) K, before decreasing again at lower temperatures, reaching a minimum value of 3.95 cm\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) K. The structural complexity of 3 and 5 precludes detailed quantitative analyses of the susceptibility data, since there are numerous different exchange interactions. However, the magnitude of the exchange can be estimated through the employment of simple models. In each case we attempted to fit the susceptibility with just one \( J \) value, assuming all Ni...Ni interactions to be of similar magnitude. This approach was successful for complex 5 and afforded \( J_1 = -5.27 \) cm\(^{-1}\) with \( g \) fixed to 2.2. For complex 3, this approach did not work and two \( J \) values were required (Fig. S5†); one \( (J_1) \) to describe Ni ions connected by a one-atom (Ni–O–Ni) bridge, and one \( (J_2) \) to describe Ni ions connected by two-atom (Ni–O–N–Ni) bridges. This afforded the best fit parameters \( J_1 = +0.64 \) cm\(^{-1}\) and \( J_2 = -8.94 \) cm\(^{-1}\) (3) with \( g \) fixed to 2.2. These numbers are a guide only, but are similar to structurally similar Ni(II) cages previously reported in the literature.

### Theoretical studies of the magnetic exchange in complexes 1 and 2

DFT studies were carried out to compute the intramolecular magnetic exchange coupling in complexes 1 and 2. More specifically we computed the energies of four different spin configurations to obtain two exchange coupling constants corresponding to the ground state in 1 (see Table S1† for all computed configurations). Since complex 2 is asymmetric, five independent \( J \) values were computed using seven different spin configurations (see Table S2† for all computed configurations). The corresponding Hamiltonians for 1 and 2 are given in the computational details section and all computed magnetic coupling constants calculated for complex 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 10.

Calculations on complex 1 yielded weak antiferromagnetic \( J \) values \( (J_{1A} = J_{1B} = -0.4 \) cm\(^{-1}\)\) in agreement with those obtained experimentally, albeit somewhat smaller in magnitude. The computed spin density plot for the high spin configuration (an \( S = 3 \) state) in 1 is shown in Fig. 11 and clearly shows dominant...
spin delocalization leading to AF coupling. Computed overlap integrals support this argument where significant overlap between $d_{x^2-y^2}$ orbitals is detected (see Table S3† for details).

Calculations carried out on complex 2 again reveal that $J_2 = J_{2A} = J_{2B}$ and that the experimental ($J_2 = -7.83$ cm$^{-1}$) and theoretical ($J_{2A} = -9.5$ cm$^{-1}$ and $J_{2B} = -10.0$ cm$^{-1}$) values are very similar in magnitude. The computed $J_1$ values ($J_{1A-C}$) suggest the presence of a range of exchange types, from weakly ferromagnetic ($J_{1C} = +2.0$ cm$^{-1}$) to strongly antiferromagnetic ($J_{1A} = -20.2$ cm$^{-1}$), somewhat in contrast to that derived from experiment ($J_1 = -16.37$ cm$^{-1}$). The $J_{1A-C}$ exchange interactions in complex 2 are mediated via a combination of Ni–O$_{oximato}$–Ni and Ni–N–O–Ni moieties, while the $J_{2A}$ and $J_{2B}$ are mediated via NO bridges only. Interestingly all calculated $J$ values were shown to be AF in nature apart from (ferromagnetic) $J_{1C}$, which arises from the inherent orthogonality of the $d_{x^2-y^2}$ orbitals belonging to Ni1 and Ni5. The orthogonality arises from the relatively acute Ni1–O6–Ni5 angle (115.18°) and the large Ni1–O8–Ni12–Ni5 dihedral twist (31.58°) observed along the Ni1–Ni5 pathway (Fig. 11 and Table S5†).

The dominant magnetic interaction in both [Ni$_n$] complexes occurs in the plane of the molecule, and the relative (albeit small) differences in the exchange interactions between complexes 1 and 2 can be explained and visualised through the orientations of their molecular orbitals. While all paramagnetic Ni[n] ions in complex 1 have their $d_{x^2-y^2}$ orbitals in the $\{\text{Ni}_5\}$ plane, Ni5 in complex 2 does not; here the $d_{z^2}$ orbital lies in the plane (Fig. 12b). The AF magnetic pathways in 2 arise because of significant overlap between the $d_{x^2-y^2}$ and $d_{z^2}$ magnetic orbitals as shown in Fig. 12b. Likewise, a significant $d_{x^2-y^2}|p|d_{x^2-y^2}$ overlap along the Ni1–Ni2 vector was detected, supporting a strong antiferromagnetic $J_{1A}$ (see Table S4†). The spin density plot shown in Fig. 11 reveals that a dominant spin delocalization mechanism is operative in 2, with larger spin densities residing on the O-atoms.

**Concluding remarks**

The hydroxamic acids 2-(dimethylamino)phenylhydroxamic acid (L$_1$H$_2$) and 2-(amino)phenylhydroxamic acid (L$_2$H$_2$) have been successfully used as bridging ligands in the synthesis of a family of Ni[n] cages ranging from penta- to nonametallic. Addition of pyridine to the reaction mixture that produces the 12-MC$_{Ni(OH)}$4 metallacrown [Ni$_4$(L$_1$)$_4$(MeOH)$_4$](ClO$_4$)$_2$·2MeOH (1) leads to additional axial ligation at some Ni[n] centres, forming the related metallacrown [Ni$_4$(L$_1$)$_4$(py)$_4$](ClO$_4$)$_2$·1H$_2$O (2), converting square planar sites to square-based pyramidal/octahedral sites, ‘switching on’ additional magnetic superexchange pathways. DFT analysis computed triplet $s = 1$ ground states for the latter two geometries. Structural rearrangement to non-metallacrown topologies can be achieved through simple variation in reaction conditions, leading to the formation of the hepta and nonametallic cages [Ni$_2$(L$_1$H)$_3$(L$_2$H)$_2$O]$_3$(SO$_4$·15H$_2$O (3), [Ni$_2$(µ-H$_2$O)$_2$(L$_2$)$_2$(L$_2$H)$_2$(H$_2$O)$_2$](SO$_4$)$_2$·29H$_2$O (4) and [Ni$_6$(µ-H$_2$O)$_2$(L$_2$)$_6$(L$_2$H)$_2$(H$_2$O)$_2$](ClO$_4$)$_2$·2MeOH·18H$_2$O (5), which display metallic skeletons comprising two bi-capped, face-sharing tetrahedra in 3 and two annexed tetrahedra in 4 and 5. The linear arrangement of three antiferromagnetically coupled Ni[n] centres in 1 leads to a $S = 1$ ground state. Dominant antiferromagnetic exchange is also present in complexes 2 and 5, but competing ferro- and antiferromagnetic exchange between the seven nickel centres in complex 3 leads to the stabilisation of an intermediate ground spin state. DFT calculations were employed to ascertain the electronic structure of the Ni[n] centres in complexes 1 and 2, confirming the presence of three and four paramagnetic, $s = 1$, Ni[n] centres, respectively. DFT computed magnetic exchange interactions nicely reflect experimental observations, and overlap between the magnetic orbitals can be employed to rationalise the nature and magnitude of the interactions.

**Experimental section**

Infra-red spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer FT-IR Spectrum One spectrometer equipped with a Universal ATR Sampling accessory (NUI Galway). Elemental analysis was carried out at the School of Chemistry microanalysis service at NUI Galway. Variable-temperature, solid-state direct current (dc) magnetic susceptibility data down to 5 K were collected on a Quantum Design MPMS-XL SQUID magnetometer equipped with a 7 T dc magnet. Diamagnetic corrections were applied to the observed paramagnetic susceptibilities using Pascal’s constants.
Crystal structure information

Complex 3 was originally published and collected elsewhere (CCDC no.: 175223). The structures of 1, 2, 4 and 5 (CCDC numbers 1009473–1009476) were collected on an Xcalibur S single crystal diffractometer (Oxford Diffraction) using an enhanced Mo source. Each data reduction was carried out on the CrysalisPro software package. The structures were solved by direct methods (SHELXS-97) and refined by full matrix least squares using SHELXL-97. SHEXL operations were automated using the OSCAIL software package. All hydrogen atoms in 1–5 were assigned to calculated positions. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropic with the exception of the sulphate and perchlorate anions in 4 and 5 respectively, which remained isotropic. One of the two ClO4– counter anions in 5 (labelled Cl1–O50–O53) was restrained using the DFIX command. A DFIX restraint was also required for the S1 isotropic. One of the two ClO4– anion in 4. Residual electron density in solvent voids and channels were observed in 4 and so were modelled using the SQUEEZE program. The two large channels (total voids volume ~1143 Å3) in 4 contained extremely diffuse electron density and were assumed to contain numerous waters of crystallisation. CHN analysis on 4 supported these observations. Although the PLATON program suggests the orthorhombic Aba2 space group for the structure in 5 and despite our best efforts, no plausible structural solution was obtained.

Computational details

DFT studies were performed on complexes 1 and 2 to predict the ground spin state of each individual Ni(n) ion and to ascertain the exchange coupling constants between ions. The calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 suite of programmes. We used the hybrid B3LYP function along with a TZV basis set for Ni(n) and all other elements. Density Functional Theory along with broken symmetry has been shown to be a reliable tool for computing exchange coupling. For systems with two paramagnetic centres, the energy difference between the high and low spin configurations will yield a magnetic coupling constant (J). However since we are dealing with pentametallic systems the number of possible configurations is greater (2^n/2; where n = number of paramagnetic centres). For complexes 1 and 2 we have used the spin Hamiltonians in eqn (1) (1) and 2 (2), which correspond to the model scheme in Fig. 10.

\[
\hat{H} = -2J_{1A}(\hat{S}_1 \cdot \hat{S}_2) - 2J_{2A}(\hat{S}_1 \cdot \hat{S}_3) - 2J_{2B}(\hat{S}_2 \cdot \hat{S}_3)
\]

\[
\hat{H} = -2J_{1A}(\hat{S}_1 \cdot \hat{S}_2) - 2J_{1B}(\hat{S}_1 \cdot \hat{S}_3) - 2J_{2A}(\hat{S}_2 \cdot \hat{S}_3) - 2J_{2B}(\hat{S}_2 \cdot \hat{S}_3) - 2J_{1C}(\hat{S}_1 \cdot \hat{S}_3)
\]

where the J_i (i = 1–3A in 1; i = 1–5 in 2) values are the isotropic exchange coupling constants, S_i the spin moment on the Ni(n) centres.

Preparation of complexes

All reactions were performed under aerobic conditions and all reagents and solvents were used as purchased. Caution: although no problems were encountered in this work, care should be taken when manipulating the potentially explosive perchlorate salts. 2-(Dimethylamino)phenylhydroxylic acid (L1–H2) and 2-(aminophenylhydroxylic acid (L2–H2) were synthesised using previously reported synthetic procedures.

\[
[Ni(L_1)_4(MeOH)_4](ClO_4)_2 \cdot 2MeOH (1). Ni(ClO_4)_2 \cdot 6H_2O (0.2 g, 0.55 mmol), L_1H_2 (0.1 g, 0.55 mmol) and NaOH (0.022 g, 0.55 mmol) were dissolved in 30 cm³ of MeOH and stirred for 2 h. The green solution obtained after was filtered and X-ray quality crystals were obtained upon slow evaporation of the mother liquor, and from diffusion of EtO into the mother liquor. Crystals of 1 were collected and air dried, with a yield of approximately 14%. Elemental analysis (%) calculated as [Ni(L_1)_4(MeOH)_4](ClO_4)_2 \cdot 5H_2O (C_{31}H_{28}ClNi_4O_{23}N_4): C 33.58, H 4.30, N 8.24. FT-IR (cm⁻¹): 3511(w), 1591(s), 1559(m), 1467(w), 1511(w), 1084(s), 1014(m), 936(m), 910(m), 777(m), 704(m), 688(m), 676(m), 663(s).

[Ni(L_1)_4(py)_2](ClO_4)_2 \cdot H_2O (2). Ni(ClO_4)_2 \cdot 6H_2O (0.25 g, 0.68 mmol), L_2H_2 (0.12 g, 0.68 mmol) and NaOH (0.027 g, 0.68 mmol) were dissolved in 35 cm³ of MeOH. After 5 minutes 1 cm³ (12.4 mmol) of pyridine was added and the solution stirred for 2 h. The resultant green solution was collected and X-ray quality crystals of 2 were obtained upon slow evaporation of the mother liquor. Crystals of 2 were also obtained by diffusing EtO into the mother liquor. Both batches of 2 were collected and air dried with a yield of approximately 10%. Elemental analysis (T) calculated (%) for [Ni(L_1)_4(py)_2](ClO_4)_2 \cdot 3H_2O (C_{46}H_{48}ClNi_4O_{23}N_4): C 44.28, H 4.33, N 11.00. Found: C 44.01, H 4.22, N 10.99. FT-IR (cm⁻¹): 2990(w), 1590(m), 1541(m), 1486(w), 1467(w), 1447(m), 1375(m), 1284(w), 1218(w), 1147(w), 1082(s), 1028(m), 1014(m), 946(m), 918(m), 784(w), 765(m), 751(m), 704(m), 689(s), 673(m), 662(m).

[Ni_7(L_1H)_8(L_1)_2(H_2O)_6](SO_4)_2 \cdot 15H_2O (3). L_1H_2 (0.25 g, 1.4 mmol) in 20 cm³ of methanol was added to a solution of NiSO_4 \cdot 6H_2O (0.46 g, 1.76 mmol) in 40 cm³ of water. The pH of the resulting solution was raised to 6.1 by addition of 0.2 M NaOH before being left to stand at 4 °C for 48 hours. The resulting light green semi-crystalline product was filtered and dried before recrystallisation from methanol and water (1:1). The resulting green crystalline solid of 3 was filtered, washed with methanol and air dried with a yield of approximately 40%. Elemental analysis (T) calculated (%) for [Ni_7(L_1H)_8(L_1)_2(H_2O)_6](SO_4)_2 \cdot 15H_2O (C_{90}H_{150}N_{20}O_{45}SNi_7): C 40.39, H 5.67, N 10.47. Found: C 39.98, H 5.32, N 10.19. FT-IR (cm⁻¹): 2987(s), 2795(s), 1608(s) 1562(s), 1289(m).

[Ni_5(L_1)_4(H_2O)_4](H_2O)_2](SO_4)_2 \cdot 29H_2O (4). Ni(SO_4)_2 \cdot 6H_2O (0.25 g, 0.95 mmol), L_2H_2 (0.15 g, 0.95 mmol) and NETOH (0.7 cm³, 0.72 g, 4.89 mmol) were dissolved in 40 cm³ of a 1:1 MeOH : H_2O solution. The solution was stirred for 4 h resulting in a green solution which was then filtered and allowed to stand. Upon slow evaporation green X-ray quality crystals of 4 formed after a few days. The crystals were collected and air dried with a yield of approximately 11%. Elemental analysis (%) calculated as [Ni_5(L_1)_4(H_2O)_4](H_2O)_2](SO_4)_2 \cdot 12H_2O (C_{70}H_{96}N_{20}O_{40}SNi_7): C 34.77, H 4.00, N 11.59. Found: C 35.14, H 3.61, N 11.40. FT-IR (cm⁻¹): 3200(w), 1583(m), 1547(s), 1486(w), 1467(w), 1447(m), 1375(m), 1284(w), 1218(w), 1147(w), 1082(s), 1028(m), 1014(m), 946(m), 918(m), 784(w), 765(m), 751(m), 704(m), 689(s), 673(m), 662(m).
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